1904*
Southern Britain and Thames area, Northern Atrebates,
Epaticcus, (c.A.D. 35-43), silver unit, third coinage issued
A.D. 35-43, obv. head of Hercules to right, EPATI to right,
dotted border, rev. eagle standing facing head to left, pellet
in ring to right above, snake to right below, dotted border,
(S.356, Van A. 580-1). An attractive grey tone, nearly
extremely fine and scarce.
$200

Sixth Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

GREAT BRITAIN SILVER & BRONZE

Ex Frank Purvey, U.K. dealer.

1905*
Norfolk - Suffolk regional coinage, Ecen coinage, (A.D.
38-40), silver unit, obv. double crescent emblem, rev.
Celticized horse to right, with pellets under horse, (S.444,
Van A. 740-1). Good very fine.
$80

1901*
Armorican, (Channel Islands and N.W. Gaul), Celtic issues
of the Belgic migration, Armorican billon stater, Class
III, 75-50 B.C., obv. crude head to right, rev. crude Celtic
horse to right, remains of driver and Victory above, lash
ends in small cross of four pellets, (S.15). Slightly off
centred, otherwise good very fine.
$100

1906*
King of Northumbria, Aethelred II, second reign, (c.844849 Pirie chronology), billon sceat, phase II, Group Cii
(Pirie), obv. +EDILRED RE, around eight dots and central
dot in centre, rev. +EANRED around cross in centre,
(S.861, Pirie 1512 [same dies]). Chip on obverse flan,
otherwise good fine/nearly extremely fine.
$70

Ex Auckland Coin Company, New Zealand in 1968.

1902*
South and Thames area, Cantii, potin issue, cast bronze
of Class I, (c.85-50 B.C.), angular bull type, obv.
Celticized head of Apollo to right, pellet in centre, rev.
Celticized bull charging to right, bull in straight lines,
(S.63, Van A. 129-1). Good very fine/good fine and scarce.
$100

1907*
King of Northumbria, Eanred, (c.837-841 Pirie
chronology), billon sceat, phase II, Group Cii (Pirie), obv.
+EANRED REX, around cross in centre, rev. +FORDRED
around cross in centre, (S.864, Pirie 1326 [same obverse
die]). Extremely fine.
$120

Ex B.A. Seaby, London.

Ex Auckland Coin Company in 1970.

1903*
Southern Britain and Thames area, Atrebates, Verica,
(c.A.D. 10-40), silver unit, third coinage issued A.D. 2535, obv. two cornucopiae with sceptre between, COM
[MI F] below sceptre a vase, rev. seated figure to right,
holding spear, oval shield behind, CA behind, VE[RI]
before, (S.134, Van A. 531-1). An attractive grey tone,
good very fine and scarce.
$200

1908*
Archbishops of York, Wigmund, (c.837-854 Pirie
chronology), billon sceat, phase II, Group Cii (Pirie), obv.
+VIGMVND, around cross in centre, rev. +EDELHELM
around cross in centre, (S.870, Pirie 1470 [same dies]).
Extremely fine.
$150

Ex Frank Purvey, U.K. dealer.

Privately purchased in 1976. The statement of only a purchase date
in the footnote on this and other English coin lots generally indicates
that Mr.W.H.Lampard acquired the coin from a fellow collector who
he sometimes named in his listing or from an uncertain source probably
in his travels either in New Zealand or overseas.
Lot 1904
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1909
Anglo Saxon, Wiglaf, (827-840), Ashmore replica of the
silver penny, cross and pellets, rev. moneyer’s name in
three lines, (cf.S.934, Bulletin on Counterfeits Vol.20/2
No.22 (illustrated p.26 same dies). Nearly extremely fine.
$40
Ex Doug Carian, Palmerston North coin dealer, New Zealand. First
published by Bob Forrest in Coin News in October 1995 and again in
the 1995/6 Bulletin on Counterfeits. Trevor Ashmore was a precision
engineer by profession who in the late 60’s started to cut dies in his
free time. He sold these copies as replicas. In 1972 he set up a firm
“Period Coins” and these produced boxed sets of Medieval coins
which included this example of Wiglaf. About 100 of the sets were
sold mainly in the U.S.A. The business failed in 1974 but he continued
to make replica coins. They all come toned and struck in good silver.
Some types of his extensive group of copies (from Celtic to Civil War
issues) were continued to be made into the 1990’s.

1913*
Edward the Elder, (899-924), silver penny, two line type,
Wessex mint, (1.5 grams), obv. small cross in centre,
around EADVVEARD REX, rev. EADM VND MO in
two lines, divided by three crosses and trefoil of pellets
above and below, (S.1087, N.649, BMC ii, cf.No.35).
Toned, very fine and rare.
$600

1910*
Burgred, King of Mercia (852-874), silver penny, (1.2
grams), obv. bust to right, around BVRGRED REX, rev.
MON/CENRED/ETA in three lines between unbroken
lunettes, (Moneyer Cenred), (S.938, N.423). Lightly toned,
extremely fine and rare.
$400

1914*
Eadgar, (959-975), silver penny, two line type, “York”
group mint, (0.8 grams), obv. small cross in centre, around
E.ADGAR.REX, rev. H.VN// BEINO in two lines, three
crosses in centre, trefoils top and bottom, (Moneyer
Hunbein), (S.1129, N.741, Br.1, BMC 108). Chipped edge,
otherwise very fine and scarce.
$300

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd. London with their ticket by Frank Purvey.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd. London.

Ex Auckland Coin Company 1970. A similar example without the
full moneyer’s name was in our Sale 56 (lot 2360).

1911*
St.Edmund, Viking Coinage of Danish East Anglia, (885915), silver penny, memorial coinage with semi blundered
legends, North-Eastern mint, (1.1 grams), obv. A in centre
around +SC EANIVDIE, rev. small cross in centre, around
+SEMOHD NOE, (Moneyer Sigemund), (S.961, N.483,
BMC 558 [probably same dies]). Toned, nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$500

1915*
Aethelred II, (978-1016), silver penny, first hand type
issued 976-985, obv. bust to right, around AEDELRAED
REX ANGLOX, rev. CYNSIGE M-O LVNDONI (Cynsige
of London), hand of Providence from clouds, (S.1144,
N.766, BMC iia, No.191). Very fine or better and rare.
$500

1912*
Vikings of York, in name of Cnut, (c.895-902), silver
penny, (1.4 grams), obv. inverted patriarchal cross, around
CNVT RX seperated and arranged around the edge, rev.
+CVN NET TI, small cross with pellets, (S.993, N.501,
cf.BMC 963/929). Attractive light tone, good very fine
and a very rare variant.
$500

1916*
Aethelred II, (978-1016), silver penny, CRVX type issued
991-997, obv. AEDELRED REX ANGLOX, bust with
sceptre to left, rev. AELFSTAN MO EAXE (Aelfstan of
Exeter) with short cross voided and C R V X in angles,
(S.1148, N.770, BMC IIIa). Extremely fine.
$600

Purchased in 1967. A very unusual variant with the omission of the
E in REX, a variety apparently missing in all main British SCBI’s and
BM.

Ex F. Elmore Jones Collection, Glendinings 12-13 May 1971 (lot
280) and from B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£80),
purchased in 1975 from Seaby Coin & Medal Bulletin, April 1975
(No.H4904).

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London and Seaby Coin & Medal Bulletin, August
1979 (E335) with ticket by Robert Sharman (£130).
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1921*
Cnut, (1016-1035), penny, pointed helmet type, issued
1024-1030, obv. pointed helmet bust left with sceptre,
around CNUT REX AN, rev, short cross voided, around
PIDRINE M-O EOF:, (Witherin of York), (S.1158, N.787,
Br.3, BMC xiv). Lightly toned, extremely fine.
$700

1917*
Aethelred II, (978-1016), penny, long cross type, issued
997-1003, obv. bare headed bust left, around AEDELRED
REX ANGL, rev. long cross voided, around GODEMAN
MO PINT (Godman of Winchester), (S.1151, N.774, Br.
5, BMC IVa (No.377). Slightly crinkled, otherwise very
fine.
$250

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch dealer 1960’s - 2000, purchased in
1972.

Ex Colin McNaught, Wellington stamp and coin dealer, c.1960’s 1970’s.

1922*
Cnut, (1016-1035), silver penny, short cross type, issued
1029-1035/6, obv. CNV T RECX AN, bust with sceptre
to left, rev. GODMAN ON LVN (Godman of London)
with short cross voided, (S.1159, N.790, Br.4, BMC xvi).
Toned, nearly extremely fine.
$500

1918*
Aethelred II, (978-1016), silver penny, helmet type issued
1003-1009, obv. EDELRED REX ANG,helmet type to
left, rev. PVLFSTAN MO LVND (Wulfstan of London)
with long cross voided terminating in crescents over
square with trefoil at each point, (S.1152, N.775, BMC
VIII). Toned, extremely fine and very scarce.
$600

Ex F. Elmore Jones Collection, Glendinings 12-13 May 1971 (lot 509
and from B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£85), purchased
in 1975.

Ex F. Elmore Jones Collection, Glendinings 12-13 May 1971 (lot 489
and from B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£100),
purchased in 1975.

1923*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, PACX type,
issued 1042-1044, obv. EDPI I D RECX, diademed bust
of king to left with sceptre, rev. EDRIC ON D:EOD
(Eadric of Thetford) with long cross voided, P A C X in
angles, (S.1171, N.813, Br.4, BMC iv [No.1532]). Toned,
good very fine and rare.
$750

1919*
Aethelred II, (978-1016) penny, last small cross type, issued
1009-1016, obv. bust left, around AEDELRED REX
ANGLORVN, rev., small cross, GODRIC ON LVNDEN
(Godric of London) (S.1154, N.777, Br.1, BMC 1). Nearly
extremely fine, very scarce.
$400

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£175), purchased in
1975. Purvey comments on ticket that Carson on Thetford mint
Pl.XIII, No.5 is different (Type 42). The dies for this variety are listed
as coin No.38 (p.222, Numismatic Chronicle 1949, by R.A.G. Carson,
“The Mint of Thetford”).

1920*
Cnut, (1016-1035), penny, quatrefoil type, issued 10171023, obv. crowned bust to left within quatrefoil, around
CNVT REX ANGLOR., rev. on quatrefoil with long cross
voided, around CETEL O EOFRP, (Cetel of York),
(S.1157, N.781, Br.2, BMC viii). Good very fine and rare.
$450

1924*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, radiate type,
issued 1044-1046, obv. EDPER R REX, radiate bust of
king to left, rev. ELFERE ON EOFER (Aelfere of York)
with small cross pattee, (S.1173, N.816, Br.2, BMC i).
Toned, extremely fine/nearly extremely fine and rare.
$750

Ex Jim Johnson, Auckland coin dealer.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£85), purchased in
1975.
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1925*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, trefoil
quadrilateral type, issued 1046-1048, obv. EDPER D REX,
diademed bust of king to left with sceptre, rev. LEOFPINE
ON STANF (Leofwine of Stamford) with short cross
voided, quatrefoil and pellets in angles, (S.1174, N.817,
Br.1, BMC iii). Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$750

1929*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, pointed helmet
type, issued 1053-1056, obv. traces of legend, pointed
helmet bust with sceptre to right, rev. PIDIA ON PINCEST
(Widia of Winchester) with short cross voided with
termination in three crescents, (S.1179, N.825, Br.6, BMC
vii). Toned, weak on legends, otherwise nearly extremely
fine.
$600

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£95), purchased in
1975. Purvey comments on ticket that the bust is of unusual style but
not uncommon for this mint.

Ex Chancton, Sussex find of 21 December 1866 (deposited in 1066),
and Sir John Evans Collection (d.1908), and from B.A. Seaby Ltd
with ticket by Frank Purvey (£90), purchased in 1975.

1926*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, short cross
small flan type, issued 1048-1050, obv. EDPNR RPEX,
diademed bust of king to left, rev. EDPINE ON LVND
(Eadwine of London) with short cross voided, (S.1175,
N.818, Br.3, BMC ii). Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$600

1930*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, Sovereign
type, issued 1056-1059, obv. EADPEARD REX ANGLO,
king crowned, facing seated on throne, rev. AELFPINE
ON CICEST (Aelfwine of Chichester) with short cross
voided eagles in each angle, (S.1181, N.827, Br.7, BMC
ix). Toned, weak in places, otherwise very fine and rare.
$400

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£80), purchased in
1975.

Ex Chancton, Sussex find of 21 December 1866 (deposited in 1066),
and Sir John Evans Collection (d.1908), and from B.A. Seaby Ltd
with ticket by Frank Purvey (£85), purchased in 1975.

1927*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, expanding
cross type, issued 1050-1053, obv. EDP RD RPEX,
diademed bust of king to left with sceptre, rev. LEOFPINE
ON NOR (Leofwine of Norwich) with short cross voided
and expanding limbs, two circles at base, (S.1176, N.820,
Br.5, BMC v). Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$500
Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£85), purchased in
1975.

1931*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, hammer cross
type, issued 1059-1062, obv. EDPAER D R:, crowned
bust of king to right with sceptre, rev. IOLA ON
EOFERPIC, (Iola of York) with short cross voided limbs
terminating in a crescent, circle in one quarter, (S.1182,
N.828, Br.8, BMC xi). Toned, nearly extremely fine and
rare.
$500

1928*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, expanding
cross type, heavy issue, issued 1050-1053, obv. EDPR
RD REX, diademed bust of king to left with sceptre, rev.
IOLA ON EOFERPIC (Iola of York) with short cross
voided and expanding limbs, two circles at base, and
extra circle in angle, (S.1177, N.823, Br.5, BMC v).
Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$700

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£55), purchased in
1975.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£95), purchased in
1975.
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1932*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, facing bust
type, issued 1062-1065, obv. EADPARD REX, crowned
bust of king facing, bearded, rev. GODPINE ON OR,
(Godwine of Norwich) with small cross in centre, (S.1183,
N.830, Br.9, BMC xiii). Toned, very fine and rare.
$300

1936*
Henry I, (1100-1135), silver penny, type XIV, pellets in
quatrefoil type, obv. facing bust, star in right field, around
+hENRICVS R:,rev. SA[R]IC ON SAFTE, (Salric of
Shaftesbury mint), quatrefoil with star in centre, pellets
on limbs, four lis around, (S.1275, N.870, BMC 168 [same
dies]). Well centred and round issue, clear legends, toned,
good very fine and very rare.
$1,000

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd purchased in 1974.

Ex Major Philip William Poole Carlyon-Britton Collection, Sotheby’s
Sale 11-13th November 1918 (lot 1935); Dr Raymond Theobald
Cassel Collection, Glendining’s 3-4 December 1924 (lot 133); Richard
Cyril Lockett Collection, Glendining & Co., June 6-9, 1955 (lot
1083); F.Elmore Jones Collection, Glendining’s, April 10, 1984 (lot
1369); B.A. Seaby, Ltd, in 1984 (£325) and subsequently from
Auckland Coin and Bullion Exchange late 1980’s. Lot includes the
Frank Purvey ticket from B.A. Seaby.

1933*
Edward the Confessor, (1042-1066), penny, pyramids type,
issued 1065-1066, obv. EADPARD REX, crowned bust of
king to right with sceptre, rev. SNEBRN ON EOFRPIC,
(Snebern of York) with short cross voided in each angle a
pyramid, one with circle instead, (S.1184, N.831, Br.10,
BMC xv). Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$500

1937*
Stephen, (1135-1154), silver penny, Watford type, issued
c.1136-1145, BMC i, Mack 22g, London mint, obv. inner
circle around traces of STEIEFNE...; rev.
L[IF]R[ED]:ON:LVND (Lefred of London), (S.1278,
N.873, BMC 68 [probably from the same dies]). Toned,
weak legend in places, fine portrait, otherwise very fine
and rare.
$350

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd with ticket by Frank Purvey (£60), purchased in
1975.

1934*
William I, the Conqueror (1066-1087), silver penny, type
VIII, PAXS type, IEPI ON LVNDNE (Aewi of London
mint), (BMC 773 [same dies]), (S.1257, N.850). Lightly
toned, full flan, good very fine.
$500
Ex Doug Carian, Palmerston North coin dealer and from an old
collection with 19th century ticket.

1938*
Henry II, (1154-1189), silver penny, cross and crosslets
(Tealby) coinage, bust A, issued 1170-1180, Chester mint,
obverse, trace of ethnic visible, rev. +.[S]TEFN [:ON:..],
(Stefn of Hereford or maybe Northhampton), (S.1337,
N.952/1, cf.BMC 290 [but with pellets on upper arm).
Toned, weak in places, otherwise fine or better and very
rare.
$150

1935*
William I, the Conqueror (1066-1087), silver penny, type
VIII, PAXS type, SPRIICLINI ON PIN (Spraclinc of
Winchester mint), (cf.BMC 1125-1130), (S.1257, N.848).
Lightly toned, full flan, good very fine.
$400

Ex Doug Carian, Palmerston North, coin dealer in 1976, with old
19th century ticket.

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer.
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1943*
Henry II, (1154-1189), short cross silver halfpenny (as a
bisected penny), type 1b, rev. single pellet stops,
FILIP.O[N. NORHT] (Philip of Northhampton mint),
(S.1344, SCBI 56 Nos.411 [cut penny]). Toned, extremely
fine and rare.
$100

1939*
Henry II, (1154-1189), silver penny, cross and crosslets
(Tealby) coinage, bust B2, issued 1170-1180, Norwich
mint, obverse, ..NRIRE REX ANG.., rev. +.PICOT:O[N:
NOR]WRI: (Picot of Norwich), (S.1337, N.952/1, BMC
674 [same dies as illustrated BMC Pl.x,3). Toned, weak
in places, otherwise very fine or better and very rare.
$250

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex, United Kingdom, coin dealer
in 1993.

1940*
Henry II, (1154-1189), silver penny, cross and crosslets
(Tealby) coinage, bust C2, issued 1161-5, London mint,
obverse,
hENRI:R:A..
around,
rev.
+.SVETEMA[N:O]N:[LV..], (Swetmam of London),
(S.1339, N.957, BMC 568 [same or similar dies]). Lightly
toned, nearly round and weak in places, off centred
obverse, otherwise very fine or better and very rare.
$250

1944*
John, (1199-1216), short cross silver penny, type 4a, rev.
single pellet stops, WILLELM.ON.LVND, (Willelm of
London mint), (S.1351, cf.SCBI 56 Nos.944-946). Dark
tone, round and very fine.
$120
Spink regards the issue as Richard I, but Wren “The Short Cross
Coinage" places the series as first issue of John.

Ex Mr. Ashton, Wellington, coin dealer of 1960’s.

1945*
John, (1199-1216), short cross silver penny, type 5c, rev.
single pellet stops, ILGER.ON.LVN, (Ilger of London
mint), (S.1352, cf.SCBI 56 Nos.1691-1692). Toned, round
and good very fine, superb portrait.
$120

1941*
Henry II, (1154-1189), short cross silver penny, type 1b,
rev. single pellet stops, GOCELM.ON.WINC (Gocelm
of Winchester mint), (S.1344, cf.SCBI 56 Nos.499-502).
Toned, large, round and good very fine, rare in this
condition.
$200

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, bought in 1966.

Ex Scotforth, Lancs hoard of 1854, buried c.1195, it contained over
89 hammered short cross pennies.

1946
John, (1189-1216), short cross silver halfpenny (as a
bisected penny), type 5c, rev. SIM[ON ON] CAN (Simon
of Canterbury mint), (S.1352, SCBI 56 Nos.1828 [cut
penny]); similar a cut farthing (as a quarter of a penny),
type 5b, rev.,,,OCS.. (Oxford mint, possibly moneyer
Ailwine), (S.1352, SCBI 56 No.1574 [penny, but from
same dies]). Toned, very fine and scarce. (2)
$100

1942*
Henry II, (1154-1189), short cross silver penny, type 1b,
rev. single pellet stops, DAVI.ON.LVN, (David of London
mint), (S.1344, cf.SCBI 56 Nos.263-264). Toned, round
and fine/very fine.
$200

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex, United Kingdom, coin dealer
in 1993.

Ex Stan Baldwin, Wellington and Auckland coin and militaria dealer
1960'-1990’s, purchased in 1971.
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1951*
Henry III, (1216-1272), long cross silver penny, type Vb,
issued 1251-1272, rev. ION ON CANTER (Ion of
Canterbury mint), (S.1368, N.992/1); another type Vc,
obv. similar with incorrect letter placements, NIC ONE
(sic) OLE ANT, (Nicole of Canterbury mint), (S.1369,
N.993). Toned, round and very fine. (2)
$150

1947*
John, (1199-1216), short cross silver penny, type 6b, rev.
single pellet stops, WALTER.ON.LVN, (Walter of London
mint), (S.1354, cf.SCBI 56 Nos.1783-1784). Dark tone,
round and good very fine.
$120
Spink regards the issue as Henry III, but Wren “The Short Cross
Coinage" places the series as last issue of John.

Ex Bruce Caygill, Christchurch Stamp dealer 1970’s-1980’s (first coin)
and Alex Harris, antique dealer, Wellington 1960’s - 1970’s bought in
1966 (second coin).

1948*
Henry III, (1216-1272), short cross silver penny, type 7b,
rev.
no pellet stops, ADAM ON LVNDE (Adam of
London mint), (S.1356B, SCBI 56 Nos.2021); another type
7a, rev.similar with pellet stops, .ROGER. OF. R. ON C.
(Roger of R of Canterbury mint), (S.1356A, cf.SCBI 56
Nos. 1922-1924). Toned, round fine - nearly very fine.
(2)
$120

1952*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny in the
name of Henry III, type VI, issued 1269-1278, rev. ION
ONS EDM VND (Ion of Bury St. Edmunds mint), (S.1377,
N.1001). Toned, round and weak in places, otherwise
very fine.
$100
Ex Howard Mitchell, Dunedin and Auckland coin dealer, with a
ticket from Studio Coins (Stephen Mitchell) in 1992, previously from
the Colchester, Essex hoard of 1969. Prior to the discovery of this
hoard only one example of this mint for this type was known. The
Colchester Hoard yielded another 1,916 examples all die duplicates
of each other.

1949*
Henry III, (1216-1272), long cross silver penny, type IIIbc
(North), issued 1248-1250, rev. NICOLE ON LVND
(Nicole of London mint), (S.1363, N.987/1); another type
IIIc, obv. similar with double pellet stops, NICOLE ON
CANT, (Nicole of Canterbury mint), (S.1364, N.988).
Toned, round good very fine. (2)
$150

1953
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, London
mint, Class 1c, issued May-Dec 1279, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1382, N.1012); another similar Class 3d, issued
1280-1281, (S.1390, N.1019), another 3g, (S.1393,
N.1022), another Class 4a, issued 1282-1289, (S.1394,
N.1023). Toned, round fine - very fine. (4)
$150
Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch, 1972 (first coin); ex Glendining’s
London, 1970 (second and fourth coins), 23-24th September 1970
(lot 553 part).

1950*
Henry III, (1216-1272), long cross silver penny, type IIIbc
(North), issued 1248-1250, rev. ION ON NEWEC (Ion
of Newcastle mint), (S.1363, N.987/1). Toned, round and
weak in one quarter, otherwise very fine.
$100

1954*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, London
mint, Class 3b, issued 1280-1281, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1388, N.1017). Toned, round and good very
fine.
$100

Ex Colin McNaught, Wellington stamp and coin dealer of 1960’s and
1970’s, bought in 1969.
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1959*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver halfpenny,
London mint, Class 3b, issued 1280-1281, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, (S.1431, N.1017); Edward III, (1327-1377)
silver halfpenny, London mint, Florin Coinage, issued
1344-1351, with Lombardic n’s, (S.1557, N.1131). Some
surface pitting, round and good fine for first coin, second
coin fine. (2)
$150

1955*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, Bristol
mint, Class 3c, issued 1280-1281, rev. VILL A BR ISTO
LLIE, (S.1389, 1416, N.1018); others, Canterbury mint,
similar Class 2b (illustrated), 4e, issued 1280 and 12821289, (S.1386, 1398, 1419, N.1015, 1027). Toned, fine good very fine. (3)
$150

Ex Alistair Robb, Wellington coin dealer for the second coin.

Ex George Piunti, a Wellington (NZ) stamp and coin dealer in 1980’s
for illustrated coin.

1960*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver farthing, London
mint, Class 10, issued 1280-1281, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1450, N.1058, North Collection SCBI 39
No.1031). Some surface pitting, round and good fine.
$100

1956*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, Durham
mint, Class 3d, issued 1280-1281, rev. CIVI TAS DVR
EME, (S.1390, 1421, N.1019); another, Lincoln mint,
similar Class 3d, rev. CIVI TAS LIN COL, issued 12801281, (S.1390, 1427, N.1019). Toned, large and round,
nearly very fine. (2)
$100

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, acquired in 1981.

1961*
Edward II, (1307-1327), long cross silver penny, Durham
mint, plain cross, Class 11a, issued 1310-1314, rev. CIVI
TAS DUR EME, (S.1455, 1467, N.1060/1); another
similar with crozier an issue of Bishop Kellawe, Class
11a, issued 1317-1320, rev. CIVI TAS DVR ELM, (S.1455,
1469, N.1060/2). Fine - very fine. (2)
$120

part

1957*
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, Newcastle
mint, (illustrated) Class 3e, issued 1280-1281, rev. VILL
A NO VICA STRI, (S.1391, 1428, N.1020); another, York
mint, similar Class 3c, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, issued
1280-1281, (S.1389, 1429, N.1018). Toned, second with
chip in edge, large and generally round, very fine and
fine. (2)
$120

Ex Mark Senior, Brighton, Sussex, coin dealer, purchased in 1992 for
the second coin.

1962*
Edward II, (1307-1327), long cross silver penny, Berwick
on Tweed mint, class 12b, issued 1314-1317, rev. VILL A
BE REV VICI, (S.1464, N.1063/2). Toned, double struck
on obverse, weak in places, very fine.
$80

1958
Edward I, (1272-1307), long cross silver penny, London
mint, Class 9b, issued 1299-1301, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1408, N.1037); another similar Class 10ab,
issued 1301-1310, (S.1409B, N.1039), another 10cf,
(S.1412, N.1041), another as a cut halfpenny (from penny),
(S.1412, N.1041). Toned, fine - very fine. (4)
$150

Bought privately in 1973.

1963
Edward II, (1307-1327), long cross silver penny, London
mint, Class 13, issued 1315-1317, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1459, N.1064); another similar Class 14, issued
1317-1320, (S.1460, N.1065), another Canterbury mint,
Class 13, issued 1315-1317, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR,
(S.1459, N.1064). Mostly very fine. (3)
$150

Ex Spink Auctions, London for the last coin.
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1969*
Edward III, (1327-1377), long cross silver farthing, London
mint, plain cross, Third or Florin coinage, issued 13441351, rev. CIVI T[AS LON DON], (S.1562, N.1135/1).
Weak in places, nearly very fine.
$120

1964*
Edward II, (1307-1327), long cross silver halfpenny,
London mint, Class 10-11, issued 1307-1314, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, (S.1472, N.1069/2). Dark tone, good
fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Mark Senior, Brighton, Sussex, coin dealer, purchased in 1994 and
with his ticket.

Ex Glendining’s London, September 23-24, 1970 (lot 553 part).

1965*
Edward II, (1307-1327), long cross silver farthing, London
mint, Class 10-11, issued 1307-1314, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, (S.1474, N.1070/1). Dark tone, very fine and rare.
$150

1970*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver groat, London mint, plain
cross, Pre-treaty period, Series E, nick in V, issued 13541355, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1567, N.1163). Good
fine.
$100

Ex Glendining’s London, September 16, 1970 (lot 97 part).

Privately purchased in 1990.

1966*
Edward III, (1327-1377), long cross, silver halfpenny,
London mint, trifoliate crown, Second coinage, star before
LON on reverse, another bifoliate crown, with star after
DON, 1335-1343, rev. CIVI TAS *LON DON, (S.1540,
1540A, N.1100/3, 1102/1). Weak in places, last with dark
tone, fine-nearly very fine. (2)
$150
1971*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver groat, York mint, plain
cross, Pre-treaty period, Series E, issued 1354-1355, rev.
CIVI TAS EBO RACI, (S.1572, N.1164). Edge and surface
pitting, otherwise very fine.
$100

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket as
purchased from DNW auction November 1999, this for the second
coin.

1967*
Edward III, (1327-1377), long cross silver penny, London
mint, plain cross, Third or Florin coinage, issued 13441351, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1544, N.1114).
Nearly very fine.
$100

1972*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver halfgroat, London mint,
broken cross/plain cross, Pre-treaty period, Series D/E
mule, 1353-1354, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1575/
1756, N.1154/1165). Toned, good very fine.
$150

Ex Mark Senior, Brighton, Sussex, coin dealer, purchased in 1993 and
with his ticket.

Ex B.A. Seaby, Ltd, London, purchased in 1973.

1968*
Edward III, (1327-1377), long cross silver halfpenny,
London mint, plain cross, Third or Florin coinage, issued
1344-1351, rev. CIVI T[AS LON] DON, (S.1557, N.1132).
Weak in places, nearly very fine.
$120
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1977*
Richard II, (1377-1399), silver penny, York mint, plain
cross, Group II, quatrefoil in centre of reverse, rev. CIVI
TAS EBO RACI, (S.1691, N.1329c); halfpenny, London
mint, Intermediate style, (S.1699, N.1331b) (illustrated).
First fair, second toned off centred reverse, otherwise nearly
very fine. (2)
$150

1973*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver halfgroat, York mint, plain
cross, Pre-treaty period, Series E, issued 1354-1355, rev.
CIVI TAS EBO RACI, (S.1581, N.1166). Lightly toned,
good fine.
$100

Ex Alex Harris, Antique Dealer Wellington, 1960’s - 1970’s and
purchased 1966, second coin bought from Granta Stamp and Coin
Shop, Cambridge UK in 1985.

Ex Bill Leggett, Wellington stamp and coin dealer, purchased 1981.

1974*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver penny, London mint, plain
cross, Pre-treaty period, Series C, annulet in each quarter,
closed C & E, R wedge tail, issued 1351-1352, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, (S.1584, N.1149). Toned, good very
fine.
$100

1978*
Henry V, (1413-1422), silver groat, London mint, plain
cross, mullet on right shoulder, Series C normal bust, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1765, N.1367b). Fine/good fine
and scarce.
$150

Privately purchased in 1978.

1975*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver penny, London mint, plain
cross, Pre-treaty period, Series D, annulet in each quarter,
closed C & E, R normal tail, issued 1352-1353, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, (S.1585, N.1156) (illustrated); another
York mint, Treaty period, issued 1363-1369 by
Archbishop Thoresby, with quatrefoil in centre, (S.1630,
N.1268). Toned, very fine; very good. (2)
$140

1979*
Henry V, (1413-1422), silver halfgroat, London mint,
pierced plain cross, broken annulet to left of crown, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1771, N.1391b). Good fine and
scarce.
$200
Ex Jim Johnson, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1976.

Ex George Piunti, a Wellington stamp and coin dealer of 1980’s,

1980*
Henry V, (1413-1422), silver penny, Durham mint, Class
G, mullet to left and annulet to right of crown, rev. CIVI
[TAS DUN OLM] and with annulet in one quarter of the
reverse, (S.1784, N.1407). Irregular edge and weak in
places, portrait very fine, otherwise fine and rare.
$150

1976*
Edward III, (1327-1377), silver groat, London mint, plain
cross, Treaty Period, issued 1354-1355, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, (S.1616, N.1247). Good very fine and rare
in this condition.
$250

Ex John Eccles, Wellington stamp and coin dealer, purchased in 1983.

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased in 1966.
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1985
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfgroat,
annulet coinage, issued 1422-1427, Calais mint, annulets
on obverse and in only one quarter of the reverse, (S.1840,
N.1429); penny, similar with annulets by neck, around
VIL LA CAL IS, (S.1845, N.1432). Toned, fine - nearly
very fine. (2)
$100

1981*
Henry V, (1413-1422), silver halfpenny, London mint,
Class C with broken annulets by crown, rev. [CIVI] TAS
LON DON. (S.1794, N.1409). Toned, clashed die on
obverse, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1970 for first
coin and Tony Phipps, Wellington coin dealer in 1984 for the second
coin.

Ex Alex Harris, Wellington antique dealer, purchased in 1966.

part

1986*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfpenny,
annulet coinage, issued 1422-1427, Calais mint, two
annulets beside neck and two annulets in two quarters of
the reverse, (S.1849, N.1435); others, penny, York mint
with mullets by crown, and a halfpenny London mint,
both Rosette-Mascle coinage, issued 1427-1430, (S.1868,
1870, N.1451(iii), 1453). Second as a large fragment,
otherwise fine - nearly very fine. (3)
$150

1982*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, annulet
coinage, issued 1422-1427, Calais mint, annulets on
obverse and in two quarters of the reverse, (S.1836,
N.1424). Dark tone, good very fine.
$150
Privately purchased in 1973.

Ex Bath Stamp & Coin, Pulteney Bridge, Bath, England, bought in
1992, others from Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer in
1992 and 1995 respectively, the penny from the Reigate hoard.

1983*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, annulet
coinage, issued 1422-1427, Calais mint, annulets on
obverse and in two quarters of the reverse, (S.1836,
N.1424). Dark tone, round, nearly very fine.
$100

1987*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, annulettrefoil sub-issue coinage, issued 1422-1427, Calais mint,
annulets on obverse and trefoil to left of crown, (S.1854,
N.1427). Dark tone, round, very fine.
$200

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1969.

Ex Studio Coins, Stephen Mitchell, London coin dealer with his ticket
(£80).

1984*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfgroat, annulet
coinage, issued 1422-1427, London mint, annulets in two
quarters of the reverse, (S.1839, N.1428); halfpenny,
similar with annulets in two quarters of the reverse,
around CIVI TAS LON DON, (S.1848, N.1434). Toned,
fine - nearly very fine. (2)
$150

1988*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, rosettemascle coinage, issued 1427-1430, Calais mint, (S.1859,
N.1446). Dark tone, good very fine.
$200

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer purchased in 1972 for first
coin and Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer in 1981 for the second
coin.

Ex Downies, Melbourne, December 24, 1960 and from Tom Upjohn
Hamiliton, Wellington and Christchurch coin dealer in 1982.
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1993
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfpenny,
pinecone-mascle coinage, issued 1430-1434, London mint,
(S.1884, N.1468). Dark tone, slightly clipped flan,
otherwise very fine.
$70
1989*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, rosettemascle coinage, issued 1427-1430, Calais mint, (S.1859,
N.1446). Dark tone, good very fine.
$200
Ex Downies in 1967.

1994*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, leaf-trefoil
coinage, issued 1435-1438, London mint, (S.1898,
N.1486). Light tone, very fine or better.
$150
Ex Reigate Hoard (Glendining & Co, December 8, 1992) and
purchased from Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with
his ticket, in 1993.

1990*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, pineconemascle coinage, issued 1430-1434, London mint, (S.1874,
N.1460). Dark tone, very fine or better.
$200
Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket,
purchased 1993.

1995*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfpenny, leaftrefoil, coinage, issued 1435-1438, leaf on breast, London
mint, (S.1905, N.1492). Toned, nearly very fine and
scarce.
$80
Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket,
purchased February 2000 and previously from DNW Auction
November 1999.

1991*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver halfgroat,
pinecone-mascle coinage, issued 1430-1434, London mint,
(S.1876, N.1462). Light tone, very fine and scarce.
$150
Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket,
purchased March 1996 who originally acquired it in January 1996.

1996*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, trefoil
coinage, issued 1438-1443, London mint, with leaf before
LON, (S.1908, N.1498). Light tone, slightly clipped,
otherwise good very fine or better and very scarce.
$350

1992*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver penny, pineconemascle coinage, York mint, rosette on breast, issued 14301434, (S.1881, N.1466[ii]); silver halfpenny, leaf pellet
coinage, issued 1445-1454, London mint, two pellets by
crown, (S.1928, N.1512). First good fine, second fine,
both rare. (2)
$150

Ex Reigate Hoard (Glendining & Co, December 8, 1992) and
purchased from Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with
his ticket, in April 1993.

The second coin ex Glendining & Co., Auction Sale Nov. 6, 1991 (lot
554 part) and previously Mrs M. Delme-Radcliffe of Aldbourne,
Wilts. Collection, Glendining & Co,, Auction Sale 17th April 1985
(lot 148 part) and finally obtained from Mark Paul Senior, Brighton,
Sussex coin dealer in 1992; the first coin the penny from Piunti,
Wellington a coin dealer in 1980’s.
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2001*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver groat, light
coinage, mm. rose, issued 1464-1465, London mint, with
quatrefoils at neck, (S.2000, N.1565). Toned, slightly off
centred reverse, good very fine and very scarce.
$200

1997*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, trefoil
pellet coinage, issued 1443-1445, London mint, pellets
by crown, (S.1913, N.1501). Light tone, full flan, good
very fine or better and rare.
$500

Ex Alf Abel, Christchurch military dealer, purchased in 1974.

Ex Reigate Hoard (Glendining & Co, December 8, 1992) and
purchased from Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with
his ticket, in 1993.

2002*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver groat, light
coinage, mm. sun, issued 1467-1468, London mint, with
quatrefoils at neck, (S.2000, N.1569). Toned, very fine
and very scarce.
$150

1998*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, leaf pellet
coinage, issued 1445-1454, London mint, with pellets by
crown, and leaf on neck, (S.1917, N.1503). Dark tone,
full flan, very fine or better and rare.
$300

Ex Jerry Bermel, Wellington antique dealer, purchased in 1967.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London and purchased in 1966.

2003*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver penny, heavy
coinage, mm. cross fleury, issued 1462-1464, Durham
mint as King’s Receiver, with rose in centre of reverse,
local dies, rev. CIVI TAS DVN OLIN, (S.2012, N.1544).
Short on flan, lightly toned, otherwise very fine and a
very rare variant.
$150

1999*
Henry VI, first reign, (1422-1461), silver groat, crosspellet coinage, issued 1454-1460, London mint, (S.1935,
N.1517). Dark tone, very fine or better and very scarce.
$300

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer in 1994, previously
from Baldwins in Feb. 1994 and from the B. Wilson Harris Collection
(collection sold in various sales at Glendining’s in mid 1920’s.
Apparently an unpublished variant with rose REX mullet in obverse
legend,

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket,
purchased 1994 who acquired it in April 1994.

2000*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver groat, heavy
coinage, mm. cross fleury/lis, issued 1461-1464, London
mint, with pellets by crown, and lis on neck, (S.1969,
N.1529). Toned, full flan, weak in places, very fine and
very scarce.
$400

2004*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver groat, light
coinage, mm. lis/crown, issued 1467-1470, York mint,
with E on breast and quatrefoils at neck, (S.2012, N.1583).
Toned, fine and very scarce.
$100

Ex George Piunti, Wellington stamp and coin dealer in 1980’s,
purchased in 1980.

Ex Alex Harris, Wellington antique dealer, purchased in 1966.
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2005
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver halfgroat, light
coinage, mm. long cross/sun, issued 1469-1470, London
mint, with trefoils at neck, (S.2018, N.1584). Toned,
clipped, fine and very scarce.
$80
2009*
Edward IV, second reign, (1471-1483), silver groat, mm.
heraldic cinquefoil, issued c.1480-1483, London mint, rose
on breast, type XXI, (S.2100, N.1631). Clipped flan and
flan crack, otherwise good fine.
$100

2006*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver penny, light
coinage, mm. lis, issued 1467-1470 by Archbishop Neville
(1465-1470), London dies, York mint, with G and key by
neck, quatrefoil in centre of reverse, rev. CIVI TAS EBO
RACI, (S.2063, N.1595 [type VII.1). Lightly toned, fine/
good fine and a very rare variant.
$150

2010*
Edward IV, second reign, (1471-1483), silver halfgroat,
mm. rose, issued c.1477-1480, Canterbury mint, C on
breast, C in centre on reverse, (S.2107, N.1638). Slightly
clipped and crinkled, weak in places, otherwise good fine.
$100

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer in 1994, previously
from Baldwins in Feb. 1994 and from the B. Wilson Harris Collection
(collection sold in various sales at Glendining’s in mid 1920’s) and
Raymond Carlyon-Britton Collection.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1985.

2007*
Edward IV, first reign, (1461-1470), silver halfpenny, light
coinage, mm. crown, issued 1462-1464, Canterbury mint
as Royal mint, saltires by neck, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR,
(S.2073, N.1611). Short of flan, lightly toned, otherwise
nearly very fine and rare.
$150

2011*
Edward IV, second reign, (1471-1483), silver penny,
London mint, plain cross, mm. heraldic cinquefoil, series
xxi, issued 1480-1483, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
(S.2110, N.1641). Cracked flan,, light surface scratches
in field on obverse, toned, otherwise very fine and rare.
$120

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer in 1994, previously
from Baldwins in Jan. 1994 and from the B. Wilson Harris Collection
(collection sold in various sales at Glendining’s in mid 1920’s.)

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased 1985,

2008*
Henry VI, second reign, (1470-1471), silver groat, issued
1470-1471, Bristol mint, with B on breast, mm. trefoil
pellets by crown, and leaf on neck, (S.2083, N.1619, see
BNJ 1948 [p.317 obv.2, rev.2 and Pl.XII, 11]). Dark tone
particularly on the reverse, minor chip out of edge,
otherwise nearly full flan, very fine and rare.
$700

2012*
Edward IV, second reign, (1471-1483), silver halfpenny,
mm. heraldic cinquefoil, issued c.1480-1483, London
mint, no marks by neck, (S.2137, N.1667). Weak in
places, very fine portrait, otherwise good fine.
$120
Ex A.H. Baldwin and Sons, London, purchased in 1992 with ticket
by Michael Sharp (£28).

Ex Granta Stamp and Coin Shop, Cambridge UK in 1985.
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2017*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver halfgroat, facing bust issue
with open crown coinage, mm. lis on rose/lis, almost
complete tressures, issued 1487, London mint, mule of
type I/IIIb, with lozenge panel in centre of reverse, (S.2202,
[£300 F], N.1709, cf.SCBI 23, No,450). Toned, clipped,
otherwise very fine and extremely rare.
$500

2013*
Richard III, (1483-1485), silver groat, mm. halved sun
and rose, issued 1483-1485, London mint, type SR2,
(S.2157, N.1679). Slightly clipped flan, otherwise good
fine/fine and rare.
$500
Ex Dick Squire, Wellington Coin dealer in 1960’s, purchased in 1966.

Ex Alex Harris, antique dealer, Wellington, 1960’s-1970’s, bought
1966. To be type I the tressures should go all the way around the arch
on the crown. Close examination of this coin shows that it almost
goes around but is weak right at the top. The punches for the bust are
essentially the same as that used in SCBI 23 No.450. The mint mark
on the obverse with only the bottom half discernable, is clearly much
more complicated than the lis used for type III on the reverse. An
important mule of this intermediate series.

2014*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver groat, facing bust issue
with open crown coinage, mm.lis on half rose, issued
1485-1487, London mint, (S.2193, N.1703). Light tone,
weak outer legends, good fine and scarce.
$100

2018*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver halfgroat, facing bust issue
with closed crown with one plain and one jewelled arches
coinage, mm. tun, no stops, issued 1493-1499, Canterbury
mint, type IIIc, (S.2211, N.1712). Toned, clipped,
otherwise very fine.
$80

Ex Tom Owen October 1992 and purchased from Mark Paul Senior,
Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket, in 1993.

Ex Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer.

2019
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver halfgroat, Archbishop
Savage, facing bust issue with double arched crown,
mm.martlett, no stops, issued 1502-1504, York mint, keys
at neck, type IIIc, (S.2214, N.1715); silver penny, Bishop
Richard Fox, sovereign type, issued 1494-1501. Durham
mint, R D either side of shield, no mm., (S.2233, N.1731).
Toned, clipped, otherwise good fine. (2)
$120

2015*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver groat, facing bust issue
with closed crown with two jewelled arches coinage,
mm.pansy, issued 1495-1498, London mint, (S.2198A,
N.1705b). Light tone, good fine and scarce.
$100
Ex Alf Abel, Christchurch militaria dealer purchased in 1974.

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer with his ticket
purchased 1992 for the second coin.

2020*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver halfpenny, crown with
single arch, no mintmark, c.1487-1504, London mint, no
marks by neck, (S.2244, N.1734). Weak in places, very
fine with excellent portrait.
$100

2016*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver groat, facing bust issue
with closed crown with one plain and one jewelled arch
coinage, mm.leopards head, issued 1498-1499, London
mint, type IIIc, (S.2199, N.1705c). Light tone, slightly
double struck, very fine and rare.
$150

Ex A.H. Baldwin and Sons, London, purchased in 1992 with ticket
by Michael Sharp (£27).

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London purchased in 1966.
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2026*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver penny, Sovereign type,
first coinage, mm.lis, issue of Bishop Ruthall, issued 15091523, Durham mint, with seated king facing, TD beside
shield, (S.2332, N.1777). Dark tone, weak in places,
otherwise very fine and scarce.
$150

2021*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver groat, profile bust issue,
mm.pheon, issued 1505-1509, London mint, (S.2258,
N.1747). Light grey tone, nearly very fine and scarce.
$200

Ex John Eccles, Wellington coin dealer, purchased in 1983.

Private purchase in 1975.

2027*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfpenny, facing bust
issue, first coinage, mm.portcullis, issued 1509-1526,
London mint, with facing bust, (S.2334, N.1779). Light
grey tone, good fine and very scarce.
$150

2022*
Henry VII, (1485-1509), silver groat, profile bust issue,
mm.pheon, issued 1505-1509, London mint, (S.2258,
N.1747). Light grey tone, nearly very fine and scarce.
$200

Ex A.H. Baldwin, London, with ticket by Peter Mitchell (£40),
purchased in 1992.

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1975.

2023
Henry VII, (1485-1509), Archbishop Bainbridge, silver
halfgroat, profile bust issue, mm.martlet, issued 15051509, York mint, two keys below bust, (S.2262, N.1751/
1). Weak in places, fine and scarce.
$80

2028*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfpenny, facing bust
issue, second coinage, mm.arrow, issued 1526-1532,
London mint, with facing bust, (S.2334, N.1779). Dark
grey tone, good fine and very scarce.
$120

Ex Alf Abel, Christchurch militaria dealer, purchased in 1973.

Ex A.H. Baldwin, London, with ticket by Peter Mitchell (£35),
purchased in 1992.

2024*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver groat, profile bust issue,
first coinage, mm.castle, issued 1509-1526, London mint,
with portrait of Henry VII, (S.2316, N.1762). Light grey
tone, weak in places, otherwise nearly very fine and scarce.
$150
Ex Dick Squire, Wellington coin dealer in 1960’s, purchased in 1966.

2029*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver groat, profile bust issue,
second coinage, mm. rose, issued 1526-1544, London
mint, with portrait of Henry VIII, (S.2337C, N.1797).
Light grey tone, 8 countermarked in obverse field, good
very fine and scarce.
$500

2025*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, profile bust
issue, first coinage issue of Archbishop Warham,
mm.pomegranate, issued 1509-1526, Canterbury mint,
with portrait of Henry VII, W A across reverse, (S.2322,
N.1767). Light grey tone, weak in places, otherwise
nearly very fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington auction house, purchased in 1966.
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2035
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, facing bust issue,
third coinage, no mm., issued 1544-1547, Canterbury
mint, with portrait of Henry VIII three quarter right, first
bust, annulets in forks, (S.2369, N.1844); another penny,
posthumous issue, York mint, three quarters bust right,
no mm., (S.2425, N.1891). Light grey tone, weak in
places, very good - nearly fine and scarce. (2)
$120

2030*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver groat, profile bust issue,
second coinage, mm. arrow, issued 1526-1532, London
mint, with portrait of Henry VIII, (S.2337E, N.1797). Light
grey tone, with flan crack, nearly very fine and scarce.
$120

Ex Alf Abel, Christchurch militaria dealer, purchased in 1973 for first
coin.

Ex C. Hill, by auction, purchased in 1975.

2036*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver groat, facing bust issue,
third coinage, mm. lis, issued 1544-1547, Tower mint,
with portrait of Henry VIII three quarters right, first bust,
annulets in forks, (S.2369E, N.1844). Light grey tone,
weak in places, nearly very fine and scarce.
$120

2031*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, profile bust
issue, second coinage issue of Archbishop Warham,
mm.cross patonce, issued 1526-1532, Canterbury mint,
with portrait of Henry VIII, W A across reverse, (S.2343,
N.1802). Light grey tone, slightly clipped, otherwise very
fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Val Palenski, Palmerston North stamp dealer, purchased in 1993.

2032
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, profile bust
issue, second coinage issue of Archbishop Warham,
mm.cross patonce, issued 1526-1532, Canterbury mint,
with portrait of Henry VIII, W A across reverse, (S.2343,
N.1802). Light grey tone, weak in places, good fine and
scarce.
$100

2037*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, facing bust
issue, third coinage, no mm., issued 1544-1547, York
mint, with portrait of Henry VIII three quarters right,
first bust, annulets in forks, (S.2379, N.1853). Light grey
tone, good very fine portrait, otherwise nearly very fine
and rare.
$250

2033*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver halfgroat, profile bust
issue, second coinage issue of Archbishop Lee, mm.key,
issued 1530-1544, York mint, with portrait of Henry VIII,
L E across reverse, (S.2348, N.1807). Dark grey tone,
otherwise good fine/very fine and scarce.
$120

Purchased in 1992 in London.

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington Auction house, purchased in 1992.

2038*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), posthumous silver groat issued
by Edward VI, facing bust issue, third coinage type, mm.
arrow, issued 1547-1549, Tower mint, with portrait of
Henry VIII three quarters right, fifth bust, annulets in
forks, (S.2403, N.1871). Light grey tone, weak in places,
very fine and very scarce.
$250

2034*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), silver penny, Sovereign type,
second coinage, mm.star, issue of Bishop Tunstall, issued
from 1530, Durham mint, with seated king facing, CD
beside shield, (S.2354, N.1813). Dark tone, very fine and
scarce.
$120

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1966.

Purchased in 1979.
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2039*
Henry VIII, (1509-1547), posthumous silver halfpenny
issued by Edward VI, facing bust issue, third coinage type,
no mm., issued 1547-1549, York mint, with portrait of
Henry VIII facing, (S.2428, N.1891). Light attractive grey
tone, weak legends, superb tiny portrait, otherwise very
fine and very scarce.
$150
Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, purchased in 1992.

2043*
Edward VI, (1547-1553), fine silver coinage 1551-3,
crown, 1551, mm Y, (S.2478, N.1933). Attractive light
grey tone, very fine/good fine and scarce.
$2,000
Ex Auckland Coin and Bullion Exchange, purchased in 1989.

2040*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), second period issue, 1549-1550,
shilling 1549, mm. arrow, Tower mint, bust 5, (S.2466,
N.1918/1). Toned, weak in places, fine or better and rare.
$250
Ex John Eccles, Wellington coin and stamp dealer, purchased in 1983.

2044*
Edward VI, (1547-1553), fine silver coinage 1551-3, crown,
1551, mm tun, (S.2478, N.1933). Attractive light grey
tone, fine/good fine and scarce.
$750
Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1973.

2041*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), second period issue, 1549-1550,
shilling 1549, mm. t, Canterbury mint, (S.2468, N.1921).
Toned, nearly very fine and rare.
$250
Ex Goldbuyers, Wellington Coin dealer, purchased in 1992.

2042*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), third period issue, 1551, base
penny, nd, mm. escallop, London mint, (S.2474, N.1945).
Toned, weak in places, fine or better and rare.
$100

2045*
Edward VI, (1547-1553), fine silver coinage 1551-3,
halfcrown, 1551, mm Y, (S.2479, N.1934). Light grey
tone, nearly fine/good fine and scarce.
$500

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex, coin dealer, purchased in
1993.

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1978.
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2050*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), silver shilling, not dated
c.1554, with full titles, (S.2498, N.1967). Two marks on
kings head otherwise light steel grey tone, good very fine
and rare in this condition.
$1,800

2046*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), fine silver issue, 1551-3, shilling,
mm. tun, (S.2482, N.1937). Some minor weakness,
otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$600
Ex Auckland Coin and Bullion Exchange, purchased in 1982.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1974.

2047*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), fine silver issue, 1551-3, shilling,
mm. tun, (S.2482, N.1937). Toned, good very fine and
scarce in this condition.
$400

2051*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), silver shilling, dated 1554,
with full titles, (S.2500, N.1967). Light tone, nearly very
fine/very good and scarce.
$200

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington Auction House, purchased in 1966.

Purchased in 1993.

2048*
Edward VI, (1547- 1553), fine silver issue, 1551-3,
sixpence, mm. Y, (S.2483, N.1938). Toned, nearly very
fine and scarce in this condition.
$250

2052*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), silver sixpence, 1554, with
full titles, (S.2505, N.1970). Has been creased and
straightened, otherwise good fine and very scarce.
$300

Purchased in 1969.

Ex Travis Antiques - Jerry Bermel, Wellington antique dealer,
purchased in 1969.

2049*
Mary, (1553-1554), silver groat, mm.pomegranate/-,
(S.2492, N.1960). Dark tone, has been slightly bent,
otherwise nearly very fine and very scarce.
$200

2053*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), silver groat, not dated
c.1554, mm. lis, (S.2508, N.1973). Light grey tone, nearly
very fine and scarce in this condition.
$250

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1966.

Ex Ashton, Wellington coin dealer of 1960’s, purchased in 1967.
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2058*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), second issue, 1560-1561, silver
penny, mm cross-crosslet, (S.2558, N.1988); third issue,
three halfpence, mm. ermine, 1572, (S.2569, N.2000).
Generally round, fine - very fine and both scarce. (2)
$150

2054*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), silver groat, not dated
c.1554, mm. lis, (S.2508, N.1973). Light grey tone, fine
or better, scarce.
$150

Ex Jerry Bermel, Wellington antique dealer from 1960’s to 1980’s,
both purchased in 1966.

Purchased in 1967.

2055*
Philip and Mary, (1554-1558), base silver penny, not dated
c.1554-8, mm. halved rose and castle, London mint,
(S.2510A, N.1976). Nearly very fine and very scarce.
$120

2059*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), third issue, 1561, silver sixpence
mm. pheon, (S.2561, N.1997). Round, good very fine
and very scarce in this condition.
$200

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1974.

Ex Colin McNaught, Wellington stamp and coin dealer from 1960’s
to 1970’s, purchased in 1966.

2060
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), third issue, 1562/1, silver
threepence mm. pheon, (S.2565, N.1998). Round, good
very fine and very scarce in this condition.
$200
Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1966.

2056*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), second issue, 1560-1561, silver
shilling, mm cross-crosslet, (S.2555, N.1985). Round,
nearly very fine or better.
$400

2061*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), third issue, 1575, silver
threefarthings, mm. eglantine, (S.2571, N.2002). Dark
toned, good fine or better and rare.
$150

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1978.

Bought in London in 1992.

2057*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), second issue, 1560-1561, silver
groat, mm cross-crosslet, (S.2556, N.1986). Round, nearly
very fine and scarce.
$200
Ex Milan Anders, Auckland coin dealer from 1960’s to 1990’s,
purchased in 1977.

2062*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), fifth issue, 1582-1600, silver
shilling, mm A, issued 1582-1584, (S.2577, N.2014).
Round, very fine and scarce.
$250
Ex Jerry Bermel, Wellington antique dealer 1960’s-1980’s, purchased
in 1967.
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2063*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), fifth issue, 1582-1600, silver
shilling, mm tun, issued 1591-1595, (S.2577, N.2014).
Round, good fine and scarce.
$150

2067*
Elizabeth I, (1558- 1603) sixth issue, silver halfcrown,
mint mark 1 (1601) sceptre to G, (S.2583, N.2013). Large
flan, attractive tone, very fine and rare.
$2,000
Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, 1960’s to 2000, purchased
in 1972.

2064*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), fifth issue, 1591/0, silver sixpence
mm. hand, (S.2578A, N.2015). Round, nearly very fine
with some surface roughness, scarce overdate.
$80

2068*
Elizabeth I, (1558- 1603), sixth issue, silver twopence,
mint mark 1 (1601), (S.2586, N.2016). Attractive dark
tone, good very fine and scarce.
$120

2065
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), fifth issue, 1582-1600, silver
penny mm. woolpack, 1594-1596, (S.2580, N.2017);
silver halfpenny, mm. tun, issued 1591-1595, (S.2581,
N.2018). Good fine; very good. (2)
$120

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1966.

2069
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), sixth issue, silver penny, mm.
2, (1602), (S.2587, N.2017); another halfpenny, mm. 2,
(1602), (S.2588, N.2018). Generally round, fine - very
fine and both scarce. (2)
$120

Ex John Eccles in 1983 for the first coin, and Pacific Coin Company,
Lower Hutt in 1989 for the second coin.

Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, both purchased in 1992 with
tickets.

2066*
Elizabeth I, (1558- 1603) sixth issue, silver crown, mint
mark 1 (1601) sceptre to I, (S.2582, N.2012). Flat in centre
of portrait otherwise toned good fine/ very fine.
$3,000

2070*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver shilling, mm star, small 29mm size, issued 15611562, (S.2592, N.2023). Round, toned, extremely fine
and rare in this condition.
$1,500

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, 1960’s to 2000, purchased
in 1973.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1979.
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2075*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver groat, mm star, issued 1561-1562, (S.2601, N.2032).
Round, toned, has been bent but straightened, tooled,
otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$400

2071*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver sixpence, mm star, 1561, small bust, large rose,
(S.2593, N.2025/1). Round, toned, has been creased but
straightened, good very fine, scarce.
$200
Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1967.

Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, purchased in 1992, with Baldwin
ticket and another older collectors ticket.

2072*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver sixpence, mm star, 1562, small bust, medium rose,
(S.2595, N.2025/2). Round, toned, good very fine, scarce.
$200

2076*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver threepence, mm star, issued 1562, tall narrow
decorated bust with medium rose, (S.2603, N.2034).
Round, toned, worn in places, with surface scratches,
otherwise nearly fine and rare.
$100

Ex Cordy’s Auckland auction house, purchased in 1966.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, purchased in 1969.

2073*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver sixpence, mm star, 1562, large bust, small rose,
(S.2596, N.2027). Round, toned, good very fine, scarce.
$200

2077*
James I, (1603- 1625), first coinage, 1603-4, silver shilling,
first bust, mm thistle, (S.2645, N.2072). Lightly toned, a
few surface scratches on the obverse, otherwise nearly
very fine, scarce.
$200

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer, purchased in 1993
with ticket, coming from A.H. Baldwins in 1993 with their ticket.

Purchased in 1975.

2074*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603), milled coinage, 1561-1570,
silver sixpence, mm.lis, 1568, small bust, medium rose,
(S.2599, N.2030). Round, crinkled, very fine, rare.
$150

2078*
James I, (1603- 1625), first coinage, 1603-4, silver shilling,
second bust, mm thistle, (S.2646, N.2073). Lightly toned,
several scratches on the obverse and weak in places,
otherwise nearly very fine, scarce.
$150

Ex Goldbuyers, Wellington coin dealers, 1980’s - 1990’s, purchased in
1992, with their ticket.

Purchased in 1979.
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2079*
James I, (1603- 1625), first coinage, 1603, silver sixpence,
first bust, mm thistle, (S.2647, N.2074). Lightly toned,
round fine or better, scarce.
$120

2083*
James I, (1603- 1625), second coinage, 1615, silver
sixpence, fifth bust, mm. tun, (S.2658, N.2103). Lightly
toned, round, fine or better, scarce.
$100

Ex Pacific Coin Company, Lower Hutt, coin dealer from 1960’s purchased in 1988.

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington auction house, purchased in 1966.

2080*
James I, (1603- 1625), first coinage, 1603-4, silver
twopence, mm. thistle, (S.2649, N.2076); another silver
halfpenny, 1604-5, mm. lis, (S.2651, N.2078). Toned,
round good fine or better, scarce. (2)
$200

2084*
James I, (1603 - 1625), second coinage, 1610-1, silver
twopence, mm. bell, (S.2660, N.2105/1); another 16067, silver penny mm. escallop, (S.2661, N.2106/1); 16101, silver halfpenny, mm. bell, (S.2663, N.2107). Toned,
round, good fine - extremely fine, all scarce. (3)
$300

Ex John Eccles, Wellington, coin and stamp dealer, purchased in 1983
for the first coin, second coin purchased in 1977.

Ex A.H. Baldwin, London, 1992 (first coin); B.A. Seaby, Ltd, London,
purchased 1969 and 1975 respectively for second and third coin.

2081*
James I, (1603- 1625), second coinage, 1605-6, silver
shilling, third bust, mm rose, (S.2654, N.2099). Lightly
toned, round, good fine/nearly very fine, scarce.
$120
Purchased in 1992 in London, UK.

2085*
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, 1619-1625, silver
crown, issued 1624, mm. trefoil, (S.2664, N.2120). Fine/
nearly very fine and rare.
$900
Ex Stirling & Co., Christchurch stamp and coin dealers, purchased in
1987.

2082*
James I, (1603- 1625), second coinage, 1607-9, silver
shilling, fifth bust, mm coronet, (S.2656, N.2101). Lightly
toned, round, nearly extremely fine portait and shield,
weak in places on legend, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$300
Ex Colin McNaught, Wellington stamp and coin dealer 60’s - 2000,
purchased in 1966.
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2089*
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, 1619-1625, silver
shilling, with plumes over shield, issued 1624, mm. trefoil,
(S.2669, N.2125). Fine/good fine and rare.
$250

2086*
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, 1619-1625, silver
crown, with plumes over shield, issued 1624, mm. trefoil,
(S.2665, N.2121). Very fine and rare.
$2,000

Ex Mark Paul Senior, Brighton, Sussex coin dealer, purchased in 1993
and from A.H.Baldwin & Sons, London in December 1992.

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1973.

2090*
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, sixth bust, silver
sixpence, mm lis, issued 1624, (S.2670, N.2126). Full
and almost round, very fine/good very fine and scarce in
this condition.
$250
2087*
James I, (1603- 1625), third coinage, 1619- 25, silver
halfcrown, mm. trefoil, issued 1624, (S.2666, N.2122).
Dark tone, old obverse scratch, otherwise nearly very
fine/very fine and rare.
$750

Ex Jim Johnson, coin dealer from New Zealand, purchased in 1976.

2091
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, 1620-1, silver
twopence, mm. rose, (S.2671, N.2127); another 1623-4,
silver penny mm. lis, (S.2672A, N.2128); 1610-1, silver
halfpenny, no mm., (S.2673, N.2129). Toned, round,
nearly fine - good very fine, all scarce. (3)
$200

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1973.

Ex Fred Tuckey, Auckland coin dealer 1960’s-1980’s (first coin
purchased 1970); penny purchased in 1969 and halfpenny purchased
in 1985 respectively for second and third coins.

2088*
James I, (1603-1625), third coinage, sixth bust, silver
shilling, mm thistle, issued 1621-3, (S.2668, N.2124). Full
and almost round, very fine/good very fine and scarce in
this condition.
$400

2092*
James I, (1603 - 1625), copper farthings, Harrington issue,
mm. cinquefoil, (S.2676, N.2132); another Lennox issue,
mm. key, (S.2679, N.2135). Toned, round, extremely fine;
very fine. (2)
$100

Purchased in 1967.

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, for the first coin, purchased 1975.
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2096*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver halfcrown,
Group 3a2 mm anchor, 1638-9, (S.2773, N.2211, Brooker
342 [similar dies]). Clipped flan, weak in places with mint
mark very weak, otherwise fine - nearly very fine and
scarce.
$150

2093*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver crown, type
1a, mm cross calvary over lis/cross calvary, 1625-6,
(S.2753, N.2190, Brooker 236 [same dies]). Minor edge
flaws and weakness on horse, otherwise fine or better
and very rare.
$1,000
Ex Jim Johnson, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1976.

2097*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver halfcrown,
Group 3a2 mm anchor, 1638-9, (S.2773, N.2211, Brooker
345 [similar dies]). Full flan, weak in places, otherwise
fine - nearly very fine and scarce.
$150
2094*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver crown, Group
B, mm harp over rose over feathers/harp, 1625-6, (S.2755,
N.2194, Brooker 246 [same dies]). CC graffiti in obverse
field, otherwise round and very fine or better and very
rare.
$1,300

Ex Peter Eccles Auction Sale, Auckland, December 5, 1988.

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer from 1960’s, purchased in
1973.

2098*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver halfcrown,
Group 4, mm triangle in circle, 1641-3, (S.2775, N.2214,
Brooker 372 [same dies]). Nearly full flan, weak in places,
otherwise nearly very fine and scarce.
$300

2095*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver halfcrown,
Group 3b, mm crown/crown over bell, plumes over
shield, 1635-6, (S.2772, N.2210, Brooker 331-3 [similar
dies]). Short of flan, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$500

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1974.

Ex Antique dealer of Hexam, England on 13.8.1962 and sold to Mr
Osborne, sold at the Osborne Sale, Glendining’s London, April 23,
1991 (lot 156 part), purchased by Baldwins, London and acquired
October 1993 by Mark Patrick Senior of Brighton, Sussex and sold to
W.H. Lampard in late 1993.
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2102*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
3-1, mm portcullis, oval shield with C R at side of shield,
1633-4, (S.2785, N.2223, Brooker 481 [similar dies]).
Large but slightly clipped flan, light tone, fine/very fine
or better and scarce.
$200

2099*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, first
bust, mm lis, 1625, (S.2776, N.2216, Brooker 391 [similar
dies]). Nearly full flan, corrosion at edges, extremely fine
portrait, otherwise very fine and rare.
$300
Purchased in 1985.

2103*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
3a, mm tun, oval shield, 1636-8, (S.2787, N.2225,
cf.Brooker 509-511 [similar dies]). Golden tone, very fine
or better and scarce.
$250

2100*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
Ib, mm plumes, plumes over shield, 1630-1, (S.2781,
N.2220, Brooker 443 [same dies]). Toned, light edge
corrosion, otherwise, very fine and rare.
$400

Ex Travis Antiques (Jerry Bermel), Wellington Antique dealer,
purchased in 1966,

Ex Dr. Ernest Christison Carter Collection, Collection purchased by
A.H. Baldwin in 1950 but this piece purchased by Raymond Carlyon
- Britton (with his ticket and coin number 15755), who sold the
collection to B.A. Seaby who listed coins in SCMB from 1960-1961,
purchased by Mr. Osborne and sold at the Osborne Sale, Glendining’s
London, April 23, 1991 (lot 199 part), purchased by A.H. Baldwin &
Sons, London and acquired June 1993 by Mark Patrick Senior of
Brighton, Sussex and sold to W.H. Lampard in late 1993, with a
selection of various tickets with the lot.

2104*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
3a, mm bell, oval shield with plumes above shield, 16345, (S.2788, N.2226, Brooker 491 [similar dies]). Large
circular flan, grey tone, very fine or better and rare.
$350
Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1979,

2101*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
2a, mm plumes, C R over shield, 1630-1, (S.2783, N.2221,
cf.Brooker 445-452 [similar dies]). Uneven tone, otherwise,
good fine and scarce.
$120

2105*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
4-3, mm tun, Aberystwyth bust, single arches, square top
shield, 1636-8, (S.2792, N.2229, Brooker - [no large bust
single arch crown for this mm]). Fine/good fine and very
rare variety.
$200

Ex Jerry Bermel, Wellington Antique dealer, purchased in 1967,

Purchased in 1974.
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2110
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver twopence,
Group 3a1, mm. bell, 1634-5, (S.2816, N.2257, Brooker
673-4 [similar dies]); copper farthing, rose farthing, mm.
crescent, (S.3206). Fine - very fine. (2)
$60
Ex Goldbuyers, Wellington New Zealand for the first coin with their
ticket.

2106*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver shilling, Group
4-4, mm triangle, Briot style bust, pointed beard, square
top shield, 1639-1640, (S.2793, N.2231, Brooker 543,
double arched crown). Good fine and scarce variety.
$140

2111
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver twopence,
Group 3a3, mm star, 1640-1, (S.2818, N.2258, Brooker
681-3 [similar dies]); similar penny, mm. rose, 1631-2,
(S.2827, N.2266, Brooker -). Both with grey tone, good
fine and very scarce. (2)
$100

Purchased in 1993.

Both coins purchased in 1969, first from Colin McNaught, Wellington
stamp and coin dealer.

2112
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver penny, Group
1, mm two pellets, rose both sides, c.1625-1630, (S.2823,
N.2262, Brooker 695-7 [similar dies]); another similar
mm. two pellets, Group 3-2, after 1630, (S.2832, N.2272),
similar halfpenny, no mm., nd, (S.2837, N.2274, Brooker
704). Both with very light grey tone, fine - very fine,
both very scarce. (3)
$150

2107*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver sixpence,
Group 3a, mm tun, oval shield, 1636-8, (S.2800, N.2241,
Brooker 623 [similar dies]). Blue and grey tone, good
fine or better and scarce.
$120
Ex Auckland Coin and Bullion Exchange, active in 1980’s, purchased
in 1982,

Coins purchased in 1994, 1984 and 1975, the last from Peter Eccles,
Auckland coin dealer.

2108*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver sixpence,
Group 4, mm tun, square top shield, 1636-8, (S.2801,
N.2242, Brooker 625 [similar dies]). Light grey tone, weak
in places, otherwise nearly very fine and scarce.
$120
Purchased in York in 1985,

2113*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint under Parliament,
silver crown, Group 4, mm eye, 1645, (S.2838, N.2198,
Brooker 270-271 [similar dies]). Very fine or better and
rare.
$1,800

2109*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, silver twopence,
Group 2a, mm plume, 1630-1, (S.2808 [This Coin
Illustrated], N.2250, Brooker 665 [same dies]). Full flan,
dark tone, good very fine and very rare in this condition.
$250

Purchased in 1978.

Ex B.A. Seaby, Ltd., London, purchased in 1985. The plate coin
illustrated in all Seaby and later Spink “Coins of England and the
United Kingdom” (p.263 in 2003 edition).
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2118*
Charles I, (1625-1649), York Mint, silver shilling, mm.
lion, fine style bust, oval shield, 1643-1644, (S.2873,
N.2319, Brooker 1094 [same dies]). Nearly very fine and
a scarce variety.
$300

2114*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint under Parliament,
silver halfcrown, Group 4, mm (P), 1643-1644, (S.2840,
N.2213, Brooker 354-355 [similar dies]). Nearly very fine
or better and scarce.
$150
Purchased in 1980.

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1972.

2115*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint under Parliament,
silver twopence, Group 3a7, mm sun over eye/sun, 16456, (S.2850, N.2260 Brooker 688-691 [similar dies]). Full
flan, dark tone, weak in places, nearly very fine and rare.
$80

2119*
Charles I, (1625-1649), York Mint, silver threepence, mm.
lion, fine style bust, square top shield, 1643-1644, (S.2877,
N.2323, Brooker 1109 [similar dies]). Clipped edge, very
fine and a rare variety.
$200

Purchased in 1978.
Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, purchased in 1992 with a Michael
Sharp ticket.

2116*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Tower Mint, Nicholas Briot,
second milled coinage silver sixpence, mm. mullet and
anchor, 1638-1639, (S.2860, N.2306, Brooker 730, [same
dies]). Lightly toned, very fine and very scarce.
$250

2120*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Aberystwyth Mint, silver shilling,
mm. book, small narrow head and bust, oval shield with
plumes above, 1638/9-1642, (S.2884, N.2330, Brooker
756 [same dies]). Lightly toned, fine/nearly very fine and
very scarce.
$200

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased in 1966.

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased in 1966.

2117*
Charles I, (1625-1649), York Mint, silver halfcrown, mm.
lion, tall and fine style horse, oval shield, 1643-1644,
(S.2868, N.2314, Brooker 1084 [same dies]). Toned, very
fine and a scarce variety.
$600

2121*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Aberystwyth Mint, silver groat,
mm.book, armour on shoulder, oval shield with plumes
above, 1638/9-1642, (S.2892, N.2337, Brooker 760-763
(similar dies]). Grey tone, weak in places, very fine and
very scarce.
$160

Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, purchased in 1992 with a ticket
written by Peter Mitchell.

Purchased in 1966.
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2122*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Aberystwyth Mint, silver groat,
mm. book, armour on shoulder, oval shield with plumes
above, 1638/9-1642, (S.2893, N.2338, Brooker 765-770
(similar dies]). Grey tone, good very fine and very scarce.
$250

2126*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Oxford mint, silver halfcrown,
1643, mm. plume/-, no groundline, (S.2954, N.2413,
Brooker 883-890 [similar dies]). Bright and worn, slightly
double struck on the reverse, otherwise nearly fine and
rare.
$200

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington Auction house, purchased in 1966.

Ex Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1978.

2123*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Aberystwyth Mint, silver
threepence, mm. book, armour on shoulder, oval shield
with plumes above, 1638/9-1642, (S.2894, N.2340,
Brooker 776-778 (similar dies]). Grey tone, very fine and
very scarce.
$150

2127*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Oxford mint, silver threepence,
overdate 1646/4, mm. plume/-, no groundline, (S.2995,
N.2473, Brooker 963 [same dies]). Toned, has been
plugged and carefully disguised, otherwise nearly very
fine and rare.
$200

Ex A.H. Baldwin & Sons, London, purchased in 1966.

2124
Charles I, (1625-1649), Aberystwyth Mint, silver
twopence, mm. book, obv. inner circles, rev. large plume,
1638/9-1642, (S.2902, N.2343, Brooker 781-783 (similar
dies]). Carefully plugged, otherwise fine/very fine and
scarce.
$60

Ex Tony Grant, Wellington coin dealer, purchased in 1981.

Purchased in 1993.

2128*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Newark besieged, silver shilling,
1645, diamond shape, (S.3143, N.2640, Brooker - only
with spelling Newarke). Grey tone, very fine or better
and rare in this condition.
$1,500

2125*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Shrewsbury mint, silver halfpound, 1642, mm. plume/-, (S.2924, N.2368, Brooker
805 [same dies]). Toned, good fine/very fine and rare.
$2,000

Ex Gibbons, New York, purchased in 1982.

Ex Auckland Coin and Bullion Exchange, purchased in 1982.
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2129*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Newark besieged, silver sixpence,
1646 diamond shape, (S.3146, N.2642, Brooker 1228
[same dies]). Light grey tone, nearly very fine and rare
in this condition.
$1,200

2133*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver shilling, 1656, mm.
sun. (S.3217, N.2724). Lightly toned, weak in places,
nearly very fine and scarce.
$300
Ex Alex Harris, antique dealer, Wellington, 1960’s-1970’s, purchased
in 1966.

Ex B.A.Seaby Ltd., London, purchased in 1976.

2130
Charles I, (1625-1649), copper farthings, Richmond issue,
mm. annulet, (S.3183); another (2), Maltravers issue, mm.
woolpack and bell, (S.3190); another (2), Rose farthing
issues with brass inserts, both with mm. mullet, (S.3206).
Very fine or better, scarce. (5)
$200
Ex George Piunti, Wellington stamp and coin dealer in 1980’s,
purchased in 1980, (first, third and fourth coins), last coin purchased
in 1970 from B.A.Seaby, Ltd, in 1970, second coin purchased privately
in 1973.

2134*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver sixpence, 1652, mm.
sun. (S.3219, N.2726). Lightly toned, weak in places,
nearly very fine and scarce.
$300
Ex Peter Eccles, coin dealer, Auckland 1981 and previously from
Stan McCallum.

2135*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver twopence, nd.
(S.3221, N.2728). Lightly toned, good very fine and
scarce.
$120

2131*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver crown, 1653, mm.
sun. (S.3214, N.2721). Toned, good very fine and rare in
this condition.
$3,000

Purchased in 1992.

Ex Spink Auctions (Australia), 24-25 November 1982 (lot 1873,
illustrated).

2136*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver penny, nd. (S.3222,
N.2729). Lightly toned, nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$150
Ex Auckland Coin & Bullion Exchange, purchased in 1982.

2132*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver halfcrown, 1653,
mm. sun. (S.3215, N.2722). Toned, nearly very fine and
scarce in this condition.
$750

2137*
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver halfpenny, nd.
(S.3223, N.2730). Lightly toned, extremely fine and rare
in this condition.
$150

Ex Jim Johnson, New Zealand, coin dealer, purchased in 1981.

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1974.
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2141*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, third issue,
twopence, mm. crown, first and second issue (machine
made), undated milled coinage, fourpence and twopence,
(S.3310, 3317, 3318, 3383, N,2770, 2771, ESC 1840,
2161, 2167, 2168). Fine - good very fine, several very
scarce. (4)
$300

2138*
Oliver Cromwell, silver crown, 1658 (S.3226, ESC 10)
by Thomas Simon. Minor die crack, attractive light tone,
minor edge knock at 6 o'clock on reverse, otherwise nearly
extremely fine.
$6,000
Ex Rob Hunt, New Plymouth stamp dealer, purchased in 1982.

Ex Tony Grant, first coin, purchased in 1980, second coin purchased
in 1993, third coin from Mark Paul Senior with ticket purchased in
1992 and the last coin purchased in 1985.

2139*
Oliver Cromwell, silver shilling, 1658 (S.3228, ESC 1005)
by Thomas Simon. Grey tone, nearly very fine and
scarce.
$1,000

2142*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, third issue
halfcrown, mm crown (S.3321, N.2761, ESC 456). Slightly
clipped, otherwise toned, good fine/nearly very fine.
$300

Ex Jim Johnson, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1981.

Ex Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1981.

2140*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, first issue shilling,
mm crown, (S.3308, N.2762, ESC 1009). Round,
delightful light grey tone, very fine/ good very fine and
rare.
$1,500

2143*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, third issue
sixpence, mm crown (S.3321, N.2767, ESC 1510). Slightly
clipped and some surface knocks, otherwise toned, fine/
nearly very fine.
$200

Ex Spink & Son, London coin dealer, purchased in 1974.

Purchased in 1992 in York.
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2144*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-1662, third issue,
silver shilling, mm. crown, (S.3322). Fine and scarce.
$140

2148*
Charles II, first bust, silver crown, 1662, rose below, no
edge year, (S.3350, ESC 15). Toned, good fine/nearly very
fine.
$600

2145
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, third issue,
fourpence, mm crown, (S.3324, N.2768, ESC 1839). Minor
split in flan, weak in places, otherwise fine/good fine and
scarce.
$60

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased June 1972.

Ex Milan Anders, Auckland coin dealer, 1960’s-1990’s, purchased in
1976.

2149*
Charles II, first bust, silver crown, 1663, XV edge year,
(S.3354, ESC 22). Toned, good fine.
$300
Purchased in 1988.

2146*
Charles II, hammered coinage, 1660-2, third issue,
fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny, mm crown,
(S.3324-3327, N.2768, 2769, 2772, 2775, ESC 1839,
1957, 2165, 2270). Slightly clipped penny, steel blue
peripheral toning, very fine - extremely fine and scarce.
(4)
$400
Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1975.

2150*
Charles II, second bust, silver crown, 1664, XVI edge
year, (S.3355, ESC 28). Toned, good fine/ nearly very
fine.
$400
Ex George Piunti, Wellington stamp and coin dealer, purchased in
1980.

2151
Charles II, second bust, silver crown, 1666, XVIII edge
year, elephant below bust, (S.3356, ESC 33). Bright, fair
and rare.
$100

2147*
Charles II, first bust, silver crown, 1662, rose below, no
edge year, (S.3350, ESC 15). Toned, nearly very fine/
very fine.
$800

Ex Stirling & Co, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1987.

Purchased in 1980.
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2155*
Charles II, first bust, silver halfcrown, 1663, XV edge
year, (S.3361, ESC 457). Fine.
$120

2152*
Charles II, second bust, silver crown, 1668, Vicesimo edge
year, (S.3357, ESC 36). Toned, good fine/ nearly very
fine.
$500

Ex Stan Baldwin, Wellington and Auckland coin and militaria dealer,
purchased in 1969.

Ex Stan Baldwin, Wellington and Auckland militaria and coin dealer,
purchased in 1969.

2156*
Charles II, third bust, silver halfcrown, 1669, Vicesimo
Primo edge year, variety R/I in Primo, (S.3365 [not priced],
ESC 465A [R5]). Good fine and extremely rare.
$1,000

2153*
Charles II, third bust, silver crown, 1676, Vicesimo
Octavo edge year, (S.3358, ESC 51). Toned, good fine.
$300

Ex Howard Mitchell, Dunedin and Auckland coin dealer, purchased
in July 1996. The variety of normal 1669 date and the R/I in Primo is
unpriced in Spink and described as extremely rare. ESC rates the issue
as R5.

Purchased in 1967.

2157*
Charles II, third bust, silver halfcrown, 1670, Vicesimo
Secundo edge year, variety MRG instead of MAG, (S.3365
[£300 F], ESC 467A [R3]). Fine or better and very rare.
$500

2154*
Charles II, fourth bust, silver crown, 1679, Tricesimo edge
year, (S.3359, ESC 57). Toned, fine/good fine.
$200

Ex Dunbar Sloane, Wellington auction house, purchased in 1992.
The variety of MRG on the reverse legend instead of MAG is
decscribed in Spink. ESC rates the issue as R3.

Ex Doug Carian, Palmerston North coin dealer, purchased in 1976.
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2158*
Charles II, fourth bust, silver halfcrown, 1673, Vicesimo
Quinto edge year, (S.3367, ESC 473). Good fine.
$150

2162*
Charles II, undated milled coinage, c.1662-1670,
fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny, (S.3391, ESC
1840, 1958, 2166, 2271). Attractive light tone, good very
fine - extremely fine and scarce. (4)
$400

Ex Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1981.

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1972.

2159*
Charles II, first bust, silver shilling, 1663, normal die
axis, (S.3371, ESC 1022). Good fine.
$150
Ex Stan Baldwin, Wellington and Auckland coin and militaria dealer,
purchased in 1972.

2163*
Charles II, dated maundy set, 1679, fourpence, threepence,
twopence and penny, (S.3392, ESC 2375). Attractive light
tone, very fine - extremely fine and scarce. (4)
$300
Ex Cordy’s Auckland auction house, purchased in 1966.

2164
Charles II, dated maundy fourpence 1679; George V,
partial maundy set, fourpence, threepence and penny,
(S.3384, 4044, 4046, 4047, ESC 1851, 2545). Attractive
light tone, very fine; others extremely fine and scarce. (4)
$130

2160*
Charles II, second bust, silver shilling, 1671, plumes
below bust and in centre of reverse, (S.3376, ESC 1035
[R2]). Good very fine and rare.
$1,250

Ex Cordy’s Auckland auction house, purchased in 1966 for first coin.

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased in 1974.

2165*
Charles II, copper halfpenny, 1673, (S.3393, P.511). Very
fine or better.
$200

2161*
Charles II, silver sixpence, 1677, (S.3382, ESC 1516).
Very fine.
$250

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased in 1973.

2166
Charles II, copper farthings, 1672, (S.3394, P.519). Good
fine - very fine, one with obverse scratch. (2)
$100
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2167*
Charles II, tin farthing, 1684, edge with stars between
words and date, plain exergue, (S.3395, P.532). Minor
surface corrosion, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$600

2171*
James II, silver shilling, 1687/6 (S.3410, ESC 1072).
Toned, extremely fine and very scarce.
$1,500
Ex Jim Johnson, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1976.

Ex Farthing Specialist (U.K.), purchased in 1974 and noted on ticket
as previously from E.A. Johnstone and H.Deane Collection (purchased
by B.A. Seaby Ltd in 1946 and ticketed at 63/-).

2172*
James II, silver sixpence, 1686 (S.3412, ESC 1525). Fine
and scarce.
$100
Ex Fred Tuckey, Auckland coin dealer of 1960’s-1980’s, purchased in
1970.

2168*
James II, silver crown, 1687 (S.3407, ESC 78). Bright,
good fine.
$250
Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealers, purchased in 1975.

2173*
James II, silver fourpence 1687/6 (S.3414, ESC 1862).
Light tone, nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$120
Ex Cordy’s, Auckland auction house, purchased in 1966.

2169*
James II, silver crown, 1687 (S.3407, ESC 78). Toned,
fine/good fine.
$200
Ex Goldbuyers, Wellington coin dealers, purchased in 1989.

2174*
James II, dated maundy set, 1687, fourpence (1687/6),
threepence, twopence and penny, (S.3418, ESC 2382).
Attractive tone, threepence fine, others very fine extremely fine, set scarce. (4)
$250
Purchased between 1969-1972 as individual pieces.

2170*
James II, silver halfcrown, 1686 Secundo edge, (S.3408,
ESC 494). Toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$400
Purchased in 1969.
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2178*
William and Mary, first bust halfcrown, 1689 second type
reverse, interior frosted, with pearls, (S.3435, ESC 508).
Nearly very fine.
$400

2175*
William and Mary, silver crown, 1692 Quarto, (S.3433,
ESC 83). Nearly very fine/very fine.
$1,000

Purchased in 1971.

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased late 1970’s.

2179*
William and Mary, second bust halfcrown, 1691 second
type reverse, interior frosted, with pearls, (S.3436, ESC
516). Toned, very fine.
$600

2176*
William and Mary, silver crown, 1692 Quarto, (S.3433,
ESC 83). Fine/ nearly very fine.
$750

Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1975.

Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased 1973.

2180*
William and Mary, silver shilling, 1693, 9 of date over
O, (S.3437, ESC 1076A [R4]). Very fine, grey and gold
tone.
$600
Ex Ray Harwood, Wellington coin dealer 1970’s-1980’s, purchased
in 1985.

2177*
William and Mary, first bust halfcrown, 1689 interior
frosted, with pearls, (S.3435, ESC 503). Very fine or
slightly better, grey tone.
$600
Ex Auckland Coin & Bullion Exchange purchased in 1981.

2181*
William and Mary, silver sixpence, 1693, (S.3438, ESC
1529). Grey tone, good very fine, and rare in this
condition.
$600
Ex Peter Eccles, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1978.
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2182
William and Mary, silver fourpence, 1689, (S.3439, ESC
1866). Grey tone, good very fine/very fine.
$70
Ex Pacific Coin Company Lower Hutt, purchased in 1976.

2186*
William and Mary, copper halfpenny, 1694, (S.3452,
P.602). Large flan, double struck, very fine/good fine and
rare in this condition.
$120
Purchased in 1979.

2183*
William and Mary, dated maundy set, 1694, fourpence,
threepence, twopence and penny, (S.3446, ESC 2388).
Attractive golden tone, very fine - extremely fine and rare.
(4)
$400
Ex B.A. Seaby Ltd, London, purchased in 1976.

2187*
William and Mary, copper halfpenny, 1694, (S.3452,
P.602). Normal flan, good fine and rare in this condition.
$120
Ex Fred Tuckey, Auckland coin dealer, purchased in 1970.

2184*
William and Mary, tin halfpenny, 1690, edge with two
dots between words and before and after date, (S.3448,
P.567). Some mint bloom particularly on the reverse, with
heavy corrosion on the obverse and some on the edge,
otherwise very fine/extremely fine and very rare.
$250

2188*
William and Mary, copper farthing, 1694, (S.3453,
P.602). Normal flan, good very fine and rare in this
condition.
$200

Ex Tom Upjohn, Hamilton, Wellington and Christchurch coin dealer,
purchased in 1981.

Ex Ray Harwood, Wellington coin dealer, purchased in 1980.

2185*
William and Mary, tin farthing, 1690, edge with two
stars between words and after date, 1690 exergue, (S.3451,
P.579). Good fine and rare.
$400
2189*
William III, first bust, silver crown, 1696 octavo (S.3470,
ESC 89). Well struck, toned good very fine.
$600

Ex Farthing Specialist (U.K.), purchased in 1974 and noted on ticket
as previously from the W. J. Noble Collection, Glendinings Auction,
28 November 1973, but this piece was not included in the sale and
was sold privately afterwards by Spink & Son.

Ex Fred Tuckey, Auckland coin dealer, purchased 1970.
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2194*
William III, first bust, silver halfcrown, 1697E (Exeter),
nono, large shields, (S.3490, ESC 547). Very fine.
$300

2190*
William III, third bust, silver crown, 1696 octavo (S.3472,
ESC 94). Well struck, peripheral gold tone, good very
fine.
$1,000

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1974.

Ex Brian Daly, Auckland coin dealer, purchased 1981.

2195*
William III, first bust, silver halfcrown, 1698 decimo,
large shields, (S.3494, ESC 554). Lightly toned, extremely
fine.
$600

2191*
William III, first bust, silver halfcrown, 1696 octavo small
shields, (S.3475, ESC 534). Edge knock, minor scratches,
clashed obverse die with reverse die, otherwise nearly
very fine.
$100

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, purchased 1984.

Ex Charing Cross, London, purchased 1985.

2192
William III, first bust, silver halfcrowns, 1697B (Bristol);
1697C (Chester); 1696 (Norwich), (S.3479, 3488, 1389,
ESC 538, 543, 545). Good fine; good-very good; nearly
fine, all rare. (3)
$200

2196*
William III, first bust, silver shilling, 1697, (S.3497, ESC
1091). Lightly toned, very fine.
$100
Ex Wellington Coin Club auction, purchased 1988.

2197
William III, first bust, silver shillings, 1696Y and 1697Y
(both York), (S.3502, 3503, ESC 1087, 1100). Very good
- fine. (2)
$100

2193*
William III, first bust, silver halfcrown, 1697 nono large
shields, (S.3487, ESC 541). Good fine.
$100

Ex Format, Birmingham, purchased 1988 for first coin and for the
second coin from Wellington Coin Club in 1988.

Purchased in 1969.
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2202*
William III, first bust, silver sixpence, 1696, (S.3520, ESC
1533). Steel blue peripheral tone, nearly as struck
extremely fine.
$250

2198*
William III, third bust, silver shilling, 1697, (S.3505, ESC
1102). Lightly toned, good very fine/very fine.
$150

Ex Alf Abel, Christchurch militaria dealer, purchased December 1973.

Purchased September 1973.

2203*
William III, first bust, silver sixpence, 1697B (Bristol
mint), (S.3532, ESC 1555). Lightly toned, good very fine.
$140

2199*
William III, third bust variety, silver shilling, 1697,
(S.3511, ESC 1108). Lightly toned, very fine.
$120

Ex Wellington Coin Club, auction, purchased 1988.

Ex Wellington Coin Club auction, purchased 1988.

2204*
William III, first bust, silver sixpence, 1697Y (York mint),
(S.3536, ESC 1562). Lightly toned, good fine and rare.
$100
Ex Wellington Coin Club, auction, purchased 1989.

2200*
William III, fifth bust, silver shilling, 1700, (S.3516, ESC
1121). Lightly toned, nearly extremely fine/extremely
fine.
$500
Ex Fred Tuckey, Auckland coin dealer, purchased May 1970.

2205*
William III, third bust, silver sixpence, 1700, (S.3538,
ESC 1579). Light golden peripheral tone, as struck good
extremely fine.
$400
Ex Wellington Coin Club auction, purchased March 1986.

2201*
William III, fifth bust, silver shilling, 1701, plumes in
angles, (S.3517, ESC 1125). Lightly toned, nearly very
fine/good very fine and very rare.
$500

2206*
William III, silver fourpence, 1702, (S.3549, ESC 1885).
Grey tone, extremely fine and scarce.
$160

Ex Wellington Coin Club auction, purchased 1988.

Ex Leon Morel, Christchurch coin dealer, purchased in 1974. ESC
notes the date 1702 does not occur upon any other coins of this reign
and should not correctly occur upon this coin. The period for the New
Year commenced on the 25th March but the king died on the 8th
March 1701.
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